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the Canadian International Development Agency in
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foreign universities. His teaching and research are
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Time is a key component of supply chains. As
ocean shipping becomes integrated increasingly
in global supply chains the question of ocean transit times between ports and ship dwell times
within ports have become factors in inter-port
competition and chain routing. The opportunities
for carriers, shippers and terminal operators to
increase their time performance are likely to be
manifold in the next decade.
This raises a series of key issues. How does performance differ between trade routes? How ocean
transit and port ship dwell times differ between
carriers and terminal operators? Is up scaling in
world fleet transforming port dwell time? Above
all, are there important intra-port differentiations
based the vessel turnaround performance of different terminal operators.
Initially, vessel movements involved in TransPacific, Trans-Atlantic, Northern Europe-East
Coast South America, and Asia-Northern Europe
are examined. A key feature is the measure of average transit times and their variability. Second,
we proceed in assessing time performance variability for different carriers in different ports. In
interpreting these changes, a detailed examination
is made of carrier’s network architecture and ports
of call. Third, we examine the cascading effect of
increasing vessel size. Particular attention is
given Trans-Pacific shipping routes and China port
geography. The comparative nature of port temporal performance provides a context to enhance the
capacity and competitiveness of port terminal
assets in insuring reliability and fluidity.
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